Health and Safety Practices on Construction Sites in Massachusetts During the COVID-19 Crisis

The State of Massachusetts, the City of Cambridge, and the City of Boston have guidelines for construction site health and safety to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Contractors must abide by the guidelines in the jurisdiction under which they are working.

Note that these guidelines may change, and it is the responsibility of the Contractor to use the most current guidelines.

As of the date of this document, the guidelines can be found here:

- **State of Massachusetts**: [COVID-19 Guidelines and Procedures for All Construction Sites and Workers at All Public Work](#)
- **City of Cambridge**: [City Of Cambridge Amended Temporary Emergency Construction Order](#)
- **City of Boston**: [Temporary Guidance for Construction in the City Of Boston](#)

Please contact Kelly McQueeney (Environmental Health and Safety Project Support Services) at kelly_mcqueeney@harvard.edu with any questions.